
ROY TALADHI ENTERPRISE PVT. LTD.
EXPORTER & IMPORTER

ALL KINDS OF PRODUCTS SPECIALLY AGRICULTURAL  COMMODITIES 
PH.NO: +91 3335505587, MOB.NO: +91 7980908965, 6289681380

Email: rte.exporters.india@gmail.com  web:  www.roytaladhi.com

Welcome to

ROY TALADHI ENTERPRISE PRIVATE LIMITED
Roy Taladhi Enterprise Private Limited is one of the famous Exporter & Domestic Supplier in India, since 2016. We are the Exporter & Domestic 
Supplier  of specially agricultural products in bulk. Our team  are  highly dedicated, , experienced, qualified who are very much quality assured for 
customer satisfaction..

We are in this business for last 12 years  with another name of company . We  collect the right products from right climate oriented crops to 
evaluate according to customer requirements & satisfaction. We never compromise with quality . Our belief is  in right product with prompt 
delivery .

We are very much careful to  understand the physical, microbiological and poisonous profiles of food products sophisticated market laws in 
Global..

Our expert team are busy always to fulfil our customers precise and specific needs in the most effective way to meet the requirements of 
buyers value for money.

We are the best agro-products trader and exporter in India, Right from the procurement of raw material selection all the way through 
cleaning, polishing, grading, before packing onto storage and shipping of the final product, the shipments are checked and continuously monitored 
using random tests for avoiding any technical variance and overall product compliance.

We wish to grow a strong business relationship with clients on the basis of strong corporate ethics. We are committed to supply high quality 
standards for products supplied by us and adhere to the committed delivery schedule.

We pride ourselves in providing agro products that go through our strict quality control procedure.
Over a period of time we  have successfully tied-up with reputed, trained and quality- conscious suppliers at the various producing centre 
who are equipped with advance and automatic machineries that completely eliminate the human error and the processing is done under 
the most hygienic conditions. Our motto is to reach .the highest peak as a valuable, trustworthy exporter by maintaining highest standard 
of quality.
Maintaining Quality of the product has always been our motto and priority of our company. Therefor, a group of experience team of 
quality analyst, who check the quality of our products at every level right from its procurement, processing, packing to its dispatch to final 
destination.

Email: roytaladhienterprise.pvtltd@gmail.com  web:  www.roytaladhi.in
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DOMISTIC & EXPORT QUALITY RICE 
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IR 64 

PARBOILED 

RICE

1121 SELLA 

BASMATI RICE

1121 GOLDEN 

SELLA BASMATI 

RICE

IR 64 

PARBOILED 

RICE

1121 GOLDEN 

SELLA BASMATI 

RICE

1121 steam basmati. 1121 
white sella.
1121 golden sella.
1509 steam.
1509 white sella.
1509 golden sella.
Sugandha steam.
Sugandha sella.
Sugandha golden.
Pussa 1401 steam.
Pussa1401 white sella.
Pussa 1401 golden sella.
Sharbati sella.
Sharbati golden.
Sharbati steam.
Pr11/14 steam.
Pr11/14 raw.
Pr11/14 sella.
Pr 11 golden.

Premium Sona
Masoori Rice

We are Dealing with :
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DOMESTIC & EXPORT QUALITY PULSES/CARDAMOM/WHEAT/CORN/MAIZE
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POLISHED CHANA DAL                        

(SPLIT BENGAL GRAM)

POLISHED TOOR 

DAL(ARHAR DAL) 

SPLIT RED GRAM. SPLIT MOONG DAL                         

( MOONG GRAM)
YELLOW GOLDEN 

MOONG DAL

POLISHED TOOR 

DAL(ARHAR DAL) 

SPLIT RED GRAM.POLISHED CHANA DAL                        

(SPLIT BENGAL GRAM)

WHEAT SARBATI

GREEN CARDAMOM KHARI MOONG DAL
BLACK CARDAMOM

Sweet-
Corn/Maize
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DOMESTIC & EXPORT QUALITY PRODUCTS 

W- 210 Cashew Nut W-240 Cashew Nut W-320 Cashew Nut W-400 Cashew Nut

JH  Cashew Nut
SUGAR S-30

DARJEELING TEA

DARJEELING TEA

DARJEELING TEA

DARJEELING 
WHITE TEA

DARJEELING MILK TEA
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https://www.rajagroproducts.com/w-210-cashew-nut-5995539.html
https://www.rajagroproducts.com/w-210-cashew-nut-5995539.html
https://www.rajagroproducts.com/w240-cashew-nut-5995542.html
https://www.rajagroproducts.com/w240-cashew-nut-5995542.html
https://www.rajagroproducts.com/w320-cashew-nut-5995541.html
https://www.rajagroproducts.com/w320-cashew-nut-5995541.html
https://www.rajagroproducts.com/w400-cashew-nut-5995543.html
https://www.rajagroproducts.com/w400-cashew-nut-5995543.html
https://www.rajagroproducts.com/jh-cashew-nut-5995546.html
https://www.rajagroproducts.com/jh-cashew-nut-5995546.html


DOMESTIC & EXPORT QUALITY PRODUCTS 
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OUR TEAM
PAMPA ROY
Managing  Director having vast experience  into import and export of commodities- Agricultural food products etc. She  controls the selling  
department budget, having worked for global buyers  as good as domestic buyers She  analyse market and delivery systems in order to assess 
present and future material availability. She also Developed and implement purchasing and contract management instructions, policies, and 
procedures. respond to customers for improving sales.
TAPAS TALADHI
As a  Director  having 14 years of experience into purchasing and marketing in commodities, Agricultural goods etc. Develops and implement 
marketing strategies and initiatives. Participating in meetings and conferences of Indian Chamber of Commerce, visits trade fare ,prepare special 
quotes .He identifies customer needs, develop collateral and determine product pricing and provide support for growing international sales 
efforts.
KOUSHIK SEN
As Marketing head , he is involve in management into strategic sourcing, project planning, logistics end to end supply, managing client accounts 
and assisting in growth and development. Formulate and implement the strategic plan that guides the direction of a team’s bus iness or its area 
of functional responsibility, such as developing a strategic marketing plan.
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POMEGRANETE

GINGER

GREEN CHILLY ONION

GARLIC RED CHILLY

GREEN MANGO

MANGOLEMON TOMATO


